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Tuesday, December 1, 1987
Student loans to be withheld
Bennett unveils plan to drop schools from federal loan
programs while Congress debates Pell Grant GSL changes
Irr Ilamplas Mass.
Colleges and trade schools with high
Guaranteed Student Loan default rates
must shape up within two years or they
could be ‘1ropped from federal money
programs. under a new Department of
F_discatien program established in early
November.
Meanwhile, the U.S. Senate is look-
ing to establish a less severe method to
reduce the SI.6 billion lost annually
from defaulted GRA, said an official
familiar with the Senate Subcommittee
on Education. Arts and Humanities.
"It's a happening crisis in the GM.
program and we have to do something
now." said Sarah Flanagan. ,an aide
to Sen. Claiborne Pell. chair of the sub- •
committee.
Flanagan said the bill, an amendment,
to a massive trade bill, is current's in
conference between both houses
Despite the differences in the ap-
proaches to solving the problem, both
plans push for increased ins olscmcnt
higher education institutions in getting
loans repaid.
And in other des clopments. a bill in-
troduced into Congress on No'., 3 would
/Ise Pell Cirants only to freshmen and
sophomores and GSLI to juniors and
seniors.
The bill was introduced- one day
before Secretary of Education William
Bennett presented his cut rate program
at a press conference.
.. The °serail . -progra.n pros ides
eligible stlidents with low Interest loans
from guarantee agencies, which are
guaranteed by the government. These
loans are to be paid baci once.-the stu-
dent leaves school.
t 'rider the Bennett program, schools
bast- until Dec I . 1989 to cut their
Students at 0+4'h0016
Mitil loan default
rates snore than 20
percent may no
longer be eligible
for GSIA under
a ne national
progrant.
default rates to 20 percent or lose
governmental financial assistance pro-
grams for their students.
' "It sets op a two-year clock and it
goes schools fair notice." said ken
Aldritch, a legislative specialist for the
Education Department.
"Under current law, the Secretary
(Bennett) has the power and prerogative
—to take away any school funds because
of just cause."
Aldritch said during the two year,
Period:— high rate • schools will be
evaluated to determine if they should
lose those funds if they fail to make the
deadline.
"We have to have due process, "he
said, "and evaluate each school in-
"
----About a third of the 7.295 schools
that participate in the GSL program cur-
rentls. have default rates above the 20
percent limit proposed by Bennett for
1990. Of these, 531 exceed 50 percent.
A student aid official at the Uniser-,
sits of Maine said the default ratefor
UMaine is not currently available, but
that it is below 10 percent.
"We're not anywhere near Bennett's
limit," said Burt Batty, director of
Student Aid "It's not an institutional
problem.."
The state as a whole. Batty said, has
a rate of about 8.5 percent, below the
national average of 12.1 percent.
Across the country, Washingtofi D.C.
has the highest overall rate at 27.7 per-
cent, he said.
Batty said of the programs, "It's a
means of getting money back and it
clears the deadbeats out of the
system.
Flanagan said the Senate amendment
(see LOAN page 21
Mitchell:
la UM. Ildluen
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Sen. George Mitchell said he
belieses President Ronald
Reagan's great failure during
the Iran/Contra affair has been
his refusal to condemn the ac-
vol. 101 no. 59 
Soviets will
not create
their own
Star Wars
MOSCOW (AP) --- The Soviet
Union "is doing all that the United
States ts doing" to defend against
nuclear attack, but wiN-,not build a
space based system, Mikhail S.-Gor-
bachev said in an interview broadcast
Monday.
Acknowledging what the Reagan
administration has long contended, the
Soviet leader said. "I guess we are
engaged in research, basic research.
which related to these aspects which
are covered by the SDI in the United
States.
SDI means Strategic Defense In-
itiative, the formal name President
Reagan has given the space-based
defense project commonly called "Star
Wars."
In response to a suggestion that the
Soviets are trying to militarize space in
the same way envisioned by Star Wars,
however, Gorbachev said, "We will
not build an SDI. We will not deploy
SDI, and we call upon the United
States to act likewise. If the Arnerican_s
fail to heed that call, we will- find a
response."
Gorbachev spoke in a one hour
question-and-answer session with Tom
Brokaw broadcast by NB(' News to
American viewers a week before the
(see GORBACHEV page 31
Reagan should have rebuked staff
tivities of key figures involved
in the scandal.
'Sen. Mitchell, D-Maine, a
lauded member of the congres-
sional committee formed to in-
sestigate the Iran Contra af-
fair, spoke of the sale of arms
to Iran and the disersion -of
funds to the Contras at The
Datly Maine Campus recently .
"Any president of the Con-
stitution charged with faithful-,
ly executing the laws of our
country ought to be willing to
say he condemns lying, he con-
demns destroying documents
plsot o br Doug V ander * cult
•en. George Mitchell speaks with staff members of The !)ailt %fain( Campus.
and he condemns those at-
titudes which lead to a
disrespect and possible viola-
tion of law," Mitchell said.
"His failure to do so is one
of the continuous failures of
. leadership in this matter," he
-added.
The senator did - stay,
howeser, that he agrees at this
tiunnt with the president's
refusal to discuss the possibili-
ty of nardons for I Cot
iser North, John ..Poindexter
- and their other Iran/Contra
compatriots.
He cited two reasons why
-Reagan -should not currently
pardon these people: the par-
_doning person would not yet be
-aware of the nature of all the
evidence because the graild jury--
has not yet handed down an in-
dictment.
In addition, a pardon is an
act of clemency toward so-
meonerisho has been convicted
through the normal processes
of the law. Nonc of the players
involved 'tithe Iranitontra af-
fair has been convicted.
"If they are ihdicted, and
then if they ate convicted and
all the evidence is presented and
at that point they're pardoned,
I wouldn't agree with it, " Slit
chell said "But it would at least
-be a defensible use of the par
doning process."
Accordingly, Mitchell spoke
of the congressional commit-
tee's findings and of criticism
dealt the committee by-the-press
and the. American public.
-- 
The committee, he said, did
not get all the facts "of the
etnry
- "We were on a -)ers tight
time deadline, " Mitchell said,
"and the death ()Wormer CIA
director) William Casey has
-.mated -a gap which is very dif-
ficult to fill. (It is) probably
unlikely we can ever reconstruct
events a% we would hase, had
he lived. " -
Actording to the senator,
other complications arose for
the committee because some of
the witnesses "didn't tell the
truth" and there were
numerous direct contradictions
in the testimonies of Poindex-
ter and North.
Mitchell said on the whole he
feels the committee report pro-.
vides a great deal of informa-
( see MITCHELL page 3)
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4coatinued from page 11
would allow guarantee agencies --
which insure GSL loans for banks -- to
determine whether to continue to
guarantee loans for...defaulting schools
"The guarantee agency can look at
. and es aluate the schools to determine if
they should withdraw from those
schoslls." she said. "It's not as ses ere
. the Department of Education's pro
There are currently 4D state and three
or four national guarantee agencies
which service the nation's colleges and
uniseresn iaodenitiacs saidde, she When defaults
ot a ast
the agency coven the honk for its iosa.
In turn, the agency is cavered-by-the
go.. ernmcnt
%lost banks and schools itteach state
are iroisiniel-hy- one agency, and it the%
wit hdraW their money, "students would
not he able to gcs to the hank for
loan•,",Flanasan said,
She said the trade bill with amend
• ments is being looked alby members lot
both houses. in this conference., the
member% or-.(Tongress ssill. establish a
common hill which will be taken to both
houses tor ratification
The. (NE', bill, which was on the
senate hill only before it went into con
terence. could he added to the uniform
changed or dropped
lithe (.,VSL bill passes through on
'creme and is passed in both houses.
then it cOuld go into effect before the
Kennett plan
Howeser. Aldritch said Herinett•s
plan was established under current la%
anii they will Just Nose to wait and see
tithe bill is passed and what impact, if
any. nfwiii hase on the Bennett
program.
"There were a number of different
approaches, and we did not want to wait
for the Aldroch explain •
ed the Education Department's plan
"It's a way to deal with the Valem.
:but (ongress has the final say."
Aldritch said the loan program is not
iusti between the student and the loan
firm, "but it In% ol.cs all the players in
the process ••
Flanagan said one ot the arms of the
new bill is to get the education instnu •
lions more msolsed in addressing the
del AU It -problem.
• They are important links between
the gosernment and the students,"
she said
The institutions need to Lounsel and
inform their students of their loans, she
said, in a country where loans account
for about 63 percent of the aserage stu-
dent's means of payipg for -college
"We're reanng an indentured class of •
Autlents. • • she said
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*Mitchell
tion even, if it does not answer all the
questions.
He added that both the media and the
committee could have done a better job
centring the franContra affair
"As one who participated On the
hearings), I didn't always think the most
important things were cosered," Ntit-
chcll said. "Bs and large though. I think
the press did a good Job in terms Of
coscrage and providing the informa-
tion.,.
111
"Chun:itch, what is and is not accep-
table•vvill he what the public tends to ac-
cept. • ' he said.
In addition to his discussion of the
media's role in this summer's Iranft'on-
tra hearings, he also spoke of the press's
"lemming instinct" to pick up on a
popular or conirosermal issue and inten-
sify coverage of this issue
The withdrawal of both Gary Hart
and Joe Biden from the democratic
presidential race after extensive press
coseragc is an example of a situation
where the media "went too far." he
said.
Mitdheill said the area in which the
press is most subject to criticism is its
coverage of political campaigns, which
tends to focus on the 'mechanics of the
process as opposed to the substance of
the process. "
He said both the public and the press
seem to want to know the answers to
questions such as how candidates have
done in the latest straw polls or how
much money they, have raised for
gampalgns.
".'When You try to talk about the
budget deficit or the arms race people
listen politely, but it doesn't seem to
ha%c the same appeal," Mitchell said
l)espite all the recent controversy sur-
rounding the Democratic presidential
campaign, the %Mt senator said he
behests a Democrat can be elected presi-
dent in the I988 elections
"I think a Democratic candidate can
be elected president and will be elected
president." he said
F many, Mitchell discussed the issue of
%1ikail (porbashes's upcoming sisit to
the Inited States and the controsersial
possibilits that the Sos set leader M3S ad
dress a joint session, of Congress
" !here are some nho argue that ad
dressing a joint session of Congress is
a pro. 'lege and honor which should not
photo Dr Doug yams:wed*
(continued from page I)
be accorded the, leader of a communist
country. I happen to disagree," Mit-
chell said.
"I think it would be healthy, for us
and the Soviet people if (Gorbachev) ad-
dresses us and President Reagan ad-
dresses the Soviet people," he:added.
He said it is ironic that in a
democratic system such as ours, known
for its free flow of ideas, our leaders are
reducing the discourse by denying the
privilege of address to Gorbachev.
The president and congressional
leadership will probably not ask Gor-
bathes to make the address, Mitchell
said
lb Hair Design
606 - Holiday Special _ 
Free cut and style with
, any color service.
Tues - Sat
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Rodger's Ski Outlet
"Home of the original discount ski shop"
is coming to your campus.- -
November 30th & December 1st North & South Lown Rooms
9 - 5 9 - 4 Student Union
Complete No Wax Pre BOO UVC Scott Goggles All sweaters
X C Ski Package
$217 Value
$265 Value
Now $69
$35 Value
Now $15
by EIR 50c,
off list
Only $89
11..A • c Ski Rails Lance Sweatshirts Scott Poles X-C Poles
thinsolate Gloves starting at $25 Value $35 Value $15 Value
$50 Value $15, Now $7 Now $15 Now $10
Only $25
Polyproplylene Technica Galaxy Dachstein Winner Dynastar-Coarse SC
long underwear Int Boot Int Boot Int/Adv Ski
$20 Value $165 Value $200 Value $350 List
Now $15 Now $79 Now $139 Now $159
Stop by this sale to receive a coupon for 2 for 1 lift ticket.0
for SUGARLOAF and be eligible to win a Season Pass!
THERE ARE TOO MANY SPECIALS TO MENTION! SO
HURRY IN FOR THE GREAT DEALS WHILE THEY LAST.
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The 1)ails Maine Campus, Tuesday. December I. 1987
Editorial
,
Dome would help Maine
Recently Univertity: of Maine President 
Dale Lick
said that he had a "dream" of one day has mg
a domed stadium on the L'Maine campus.
In an intersiew with I erhanm editor Michael DICK:-
,:o, Lick said that his dream dome would resemble a •
scaled down sermon of Syracuse University's Carrier
Dome.
The Carrier Dome holds about 50,000 people for a
football game. 40,000 for a concert and 30.000 for a
basketball game.
Lick said that a similar style dome with a seating
capacits Of 15,000 to 20,000 for football and 8.000 to
10.000 for basketball would cost approximatels $20
million.
The dome would also base facilities that are now
located in the field house—facilities thAt would be used
hs the recreational athlete. ,
Most people will probably dismiss Lick's dream as
foolishness. .
Rut the fact remains, a domed stadium would be a
definite asset to all aspects of student life at l'Maine
Memorial Gym was built in 1926. the field house was
added in 1933. Both are inadequate.
."The Pit" holds a whopping 1,800 people lany of
ihe seats are located behind support poles and offer an
obstructed slew at best. When a player goes into the
corner on the near side of the court, he or she disap-
pears from stela. the nckety wooden seats just aren't
comfortable It is simply not a good place to watch a
--... baskeiball game. .;
The field house has nulled into a joke. It is nearly
impossible to get nett into a pick-up basketball game
after 6 p.m. With intramural floor hockes or indoor
softball going on. there are only two full courts left to
use. That means only 20 people can play basketball at a
time. Ridiculous A dome .would definitely solse these
problems.
A dome could aiSO be used for concerts and would
certainls attract the big names. Sure the Hooters are
fairly popular, but a dome would end everybody's com-
plaints about UMaine concerts. U2 at UMaine? Why
not? 
.1
For some, these seem like trivial complaints. Man)
students could care less about playing pick-up basketball
or going to a Black Bear hoop game. Others wouldn't
go to a concert if it was the Beatles reunion tour. But
this ts not all that a domed facilitywould improve.
A dome would do wonders in the promotion of the
University of Maine.
tick said That the facility would not only be the
unisersity's facilits but also the state's. The facility
could actually be used for the state's high School tour-
naments. What better way to attract high school
" students to UMaine. If nothing else. 3 dome would cer-
tainly increase the state's interest in its flagship
iversim"r
A lv doersit) 
would also increase alumni pride in the
n
. Increased pride would mean increased
u  
revenue sia donations Increased resenue would mcan
more money for academic programs and would esen-
tually improve the quality of a Unisersity of Maine
education
And that is reason enongh to dream about a dome
_
ita
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Sleepiest nights
Some things have been keeping me up.
at night lately, and I was Woncleting-if
perhaps a few other people have the
answers
What would happen if all of the
stories in those supermarket tabloids
sseic true? Would it mean that the
Voirli Times would be read in the
bathroom?
If - Ronald -Reagan; looked like a
member of Motley Crue, would behave.
been elected as our belosed president'
If Madonna were gong to disorce
Scan Penn anywas, whs did she bother
to marry him' in the first place"
If Andy Roones spoke in a normal
voice would he be as popular as he is
today?
Can I really Ilse in my room now that
it's clean?
What would happen if someone could
'constrict the gosernment that, potato
salad is a communist threat? Would
there be a black list aimed at keeping
potato salad from working?
Is the world really going to come to
an end Just because R.E.M. is in the
Top 40' If so, should we blame Casey
Kasern?
Does the aserage field mouse hase to
worry about AIDS'
What would happen if (or one day the
media just reported the good news?
If the Grateful Dead recorded aheass
metal album would their fans become
metal heads?
Who really controls Ed McMahon?
Does anybody control Ed McMahon?
Should the gosernment put restric-
 tions on 14--.M.Statiout____
If no, then why not?
Do spiders come out and sleep on
people sihtle the people are asleep, then
lease in the early morning'
Are the lime Spiders really lime'
Why does the guy from the Scream,
mg Blue Messiahs want to be a
Hint-stone?
Should he seek profeasiosai help for
this desire?
Why do all the good radio stations
die'?
Would anybody sign a petition to get
WTOS back to its good old self? (La
me know.)
Does _my_shadosi- thin- Orme as its
izki.A0,*?
—Wity does winter Nivel.) be cold-
depressing?
Ho* many people realize how neat
the beach is in tho winter"
Is Dunn Ha!l really the gateway to
Hell? If so, how much do tickets cost?
Is there anyone living in the ductwork
of the library this year?
I wonder if he's happy there?
Why does Pil neser come to Maine?
Who is in charge of grass quality
control?
Does anybody really care?
-rOrmkr mar rrrervtle- her
wonders too much but isn't sure F1'hat
do wou think'
The Daily Maine
Eagle
by Ian Ire*
After making a hslni
coed half comebacks all
long, the University of
football team finally foi
what its like to be on lb
end
Tim Eoles's 42-yar•
/goal • in osertime' cat
furious second half r.
Georgia Southern Collo
gase the Eagles a 31-28
in the first round of the
Disision l-AA playdffi
The Eagles trailed 2
halftime before recosei
the win
foles's had missed a
attempt with ten second
regulation that would hi
the game He .got
chance when UMaine
Bonestedt missed a 35.y
the osertime.
The Black Bears, k
again by quarterbaci
Buck and %phi end
Hehra. put together a
flawless first half and la,
to arts doubts that they
ed to tie in the playoffs
dominated the two tim
ding national champiii
The offensise line ga
all the time he needed
apart the CiSt defense
Black Bear defense.-aft
carts trouble. shut cit
Eagles' vaunted tnpfit
offense
After Rob -Sterling
the opening kick-off
Bears
by Ado Ilelytia
'We're not just 'I
the stiCks' anymore.'
,Those words from
Debbie Duff said it all
sitv of Maine women'
made itsiflig Time co
with a 66-65 iliff-han
-Diego Staie-Vitiversi
DoWneast Classic fin,
-The lady Krte6 -
'game as the fasonte c
of their 69-64 win ()se
sity of Connecticut sq
which included two-ti
Chana Perry and hun
Jessica Fla-yncs.
But when it *as all
away with the win, thii
triangle-and-tw6 Met
of indisidual heroes.
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The Daily Maine Campus sports supplement December 1, 1987
Eagles rally past UMaine in OT, 31-28
los Ileve Inds
A tier making a living on se-
cond half comebacks all season
long, the Unisersity of MaMe
football team finalls found out
what its like to be on the losing
end
Tim Foley's 42-yard field
/goal - in overtime' capped ia
furious second half rally by
( icor g a Southern College and
gase the Eagles a 31-28 victors
in the first round of the NCAA
Disision 1-AA playtiffs.
The Eagles trailed 28-10 at
halftime before recosering for
the win
oles's had missed a 37-yard
attempt with ten seconds left in
regulation that would have won
the game lie .got a second
chance when Pete
Bormstedt missed a 35-yarder in
the overtime.
1 he Black Bears, led once
again by quarterback Mike
Buck and spht end Sergio
Hebra. put together a nearly
flawless first half and Laid waste
to as doubts that thin &seis-
ed folic in the playot s as tiles
dominated the two time delen
ding national champions. .
the of remise line gase Buck
- all the time he needed to pick
i apart the (Si. defense and the
Black Beat clefensc,-affer some
—earls trouble shtn d6wri the
Eagles' vaunted tnpte-ciptirm
• offense
After Rob -Sterling returned
the opening kick-off to the
. •
UMaine 40, Buck marched.the
Black Bears down the field with
passes to fullback Bay Wood
and Ilehra and a 15-yard
scramble of his Own before go-
ing back to Hebra for a 23-yard
touchdown pass and the Black
Bears led early. 7-0.
It didn't take long for the
Eagles to get even, as quarter-
back Raymond Gross (173
yards rushing. I TD) ran the
Harnbonc" offense to perfec-
tion and capped a 40-yard drive
with a 13-yard scoring scamper.
But after their trial by fire
against the triple-option, the
Black Bear defense wouldn't
allow another touchdown until
the second half
The Eagle defense wasn't so
quick to learn as Buck zipped
bullets through the GSC
defenders. After Dan Gordon
snagged another Buck strike in-
side the one-sard line, the big
signal caller took it in himself
behind center Seth Koeppel and
the Black Bear lead was 14-7.
Three possesions later Gross
was nailed by linebacker Mike
Denim) and the fumble was
recovered by tackle. Scott
Nason on the l'Staine 46. With
more good field position. Buck
continued to throw He
hit flanker- Jeff Kmax on the
GS( 18 and threaded the nee-
dle to Scott Venduto for
another 13 yards. Else plays
later. tailbaa-Tirt-Fiax went- in
from two yards out and it was
21-7 with 10:37 left in the half
(see (.1 ORC1 page
photo t:ourtesi cif Bangor Chilli "vas Mat, I .•••.kr..r
(.eorgia Southern's Nay Young knocks the bail away from Black Bear Sergio Helm is the fourth
quarter of l'Maine's 3.1-23 pla“)ft loss.
Bears take Downeast Classic tourney
at JOE Islaake
"A ere not just 'little Maine up in
the stii:ks' anymore."
,Those words from senior forward
Debbie Duff said it all after the Uniser
sits of Maine women's basketball team
made its Big Time college hoop debut
with a 66-65 cliff-hanger win over San
Ores° State- Vniverity‘--in-Silinitday's-
DOssneast Classic finall ,
The Lady Aztecs hia enter-WM
game as the fasorite on paper by virtue
lof their 89-64 win mei a strong Univer-
sity of Connecticut squad, and a lineup
which included two-time All American
Chana Perrs and human jumping bean
Jessica Ha-ynes.
But when it was all mei. Maine came
away with the win, thanks to a tenacious
triangle-and-two &fen NC and a boatload
of indis 'dual heroes.
•Hero number one had to be
freshman Rachel Bouchard. With high- -
scoring senior Liz Coffin finding the 6' •
5" Perry in her face nay time she held
the ball, Bouchard showed the form sh_e
used to score 1,910 high school points
in a 22-point, 11-rebound, 4-block,
3-assist, barrage'. •
Bouchard spun, slashed, and powered
her way to the hoop against the taller
Aztecs, scoring at least four hoops with
her left hand, and hit thrie of foul-foul
shots in thi- final a5 iecnnd% to pros ide-
the margin of victoty.
•Hero number two: Victoria Watras, •
who was assigned the task of .playing
man-to-man defense against perry in the
"Beet- triangle-and-two -dafensc.-- -
N'atras constantly fronted And lean-
ed on Perry. and allowed her only IQ
shots and 12 points on the night. Perry
had turned in a I7-shot. 23-point.
16-rebound performance against UConn
I • friday, but had to work to even get her
hands on the ball Satirrdas
•Hero number three: senior forward
1)ctibie Duff. Just call her "Instant of-
fense." -
Maine fans who straggled in late from
halftime hot dog runs missed out on an
awesome display of offensive basket-
ball. Duff scored eight points in 2:46 at
the beginning of the secondu_ha&
spearheading a 12-'2 run which turned a
five-point UMaine deficit into a rise-
point lead.
*Hero number .four: Coffin. After
Perry harrassed her into a twci for 10
shooting performance in the first half,
Coffin was more selective, scoring 10 se-
cond half points including six in the final
sesen minlltes.
At -
"We're not .itrat
Mini up in the sticks/
an y mort. Debbie 1)uff
*Hero number fi%e c 2 sophomore
guard Cathy laconeta, Maine's version
of Sluggss -Rogues, who ripped down
fisc rebounds, 'dished for fise assists,
and made 1%d-steals in her 17-minute`
stint.
laconeta seemed to inject energy into
the crowd and hers teammates in the
crucial secOnd half.
After Maine dispatched Drexel 79-65
in the Friday nightcap. vtqach Peter
'craven admitted that SDSU would be an
-Obvious favorite on paper in the final,
but said. "We're not thinking about los-
ing."
Still, the Aztecs jumped out to an ear-
ly lead, setting . the tone on the Bears'
first possession.
UMaine's Duff turned to shoot from
the right corner, but Haynes responded
with authority, swatting the ball out of
bounds. ---•
"q -thought, 'Oh my God, it's going
to be ii•long day-, 4 Durf ,s -"Tt did
  
41sake me up for "
, , San Diego State built up an 11-point
inad, as Demetnce Davis and Alison
Stnith combined'far 15 first half points
while the UNIame deteress'as geared to
shut down Haynes (28 perints, 12 re-
bounds vs. UConn),and Perry.
After Davis canned two foul shots at
6:22 of the first, SDSU's lead peaked at
28-17.
Bouchard helped Maine battle back,
as she scored sesen points in leading an
11-5 Bear run at the end of the half.
The key play took place at the 3:20
mark, as Bouchard missed a shot, then
(se! CLASSIC page 2)
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Loss drops UMaine hockey to No. 2 in Poll
D s MIDI harass
• _ _
The UTivellitY of Mainehociey team
went 2-1 on the weekend, but lost their
top-ranked spot in the WMFB CHSB
--College Hockey Media -Poll.
UMaine aandwiched_wins over Yale
00-4) and Northern Michigan (6-4)
around their first loss of thc- season to
Michigan Tech, 7-4.
The loss knocked the Black Bears oft
their perch at number one in the coun-
try where they had survived for two
weeks. Maine finished second in the
WMEB poll to the Golden Gophers or
Minnpota (13-3) by just two points.
"We're 8-1-1." UMaine coach
Shawn Walsh said, •TU take that any- •
On Sunday night, 'after the victory
over Northern Michigan. Walsh said he
'Classic
was happs with Ins team's performance
"I'm really-proud ofi our train the
--------srini:4X4-- Carne back_ from last night "
- Walsh said -
A ednewlas Maine had a hard time
cranking up their high powered offense
against -ECAC prifieinent, Vale. A. a
matter of fact. late led 1-0 at the end
of the first period
UMaine got untracked and vizored
tour goals in the first sot minutes of the
secdnd period. From that point the
Black Bears coasted to a 10-4 sictors
with Mike Golden picking up his second
hat trick of the season and Mike
McHugh adding two goals. Freshman
defensemen Dan Foss let scnted his first
collegiate goal to help pad the UMaine
-victory.
-On-Satitidas night the_Black Bears
(see WWICI1 page 4) UMaine hockes drops to \o.
stole the ball from the SI)Sl. retsounder
ant laid it in off the glass to make the
score 28:24.
SDSU stabilited a bit-and went into
intermission up 13-28, bin Maine came
roaring out of the blocks to start the se-
ond half •
Watras started ,the scoring with a
layup. and .after • Smith answered from
I6 feet. Maine .ran off ten straight
Points.
Duff hit a four-footer to. make it
35-3-2.-then posted up and hit a layop at
18:42 to make it - 35-34. After a
Bouchard left-hander put LIMaine on
tots for ilk first time. 1)utf hit again
from 16. and SDS1 called timeout to
regroup.
After. the timeout Duff scored again
on the Most spectacular play of the
series, a she cut across the key. took a
piss froM atras jumped. Spun, and
flipped the ball in to make it 40-35
Maine- .•
After Pars and Sherri Edmonds
combined for eight points to put the
Aztecs back on top 43-42. Bouchard
scored the next eight UMaioe points to
put the Bears up by four' •
Bouchard stilted things off with a
spauuna four footer at 16:00, which v. as
followed by a Perry Lay-up. Bouchard
then cons cried a lob pass with a left-
handed lay up at 14-35 to pat Maine on
top 44-41
A Brooke Meadows foul shot tied it.
then Bouchard hit two freebies of her
own and cams erted another 'left hander
off a pass from laconeta at 12-55 to
make it 48-44.
The Aztecs rallied hack into the lead.
—a% Smith scorcd nine points from the
2 after their first loss of the season.
perimeter in 3 14 Her final 15 tooter
put SDSL on top 57-54 with 5-54 left
Duff answered for the Black Bears_
with a three-pointer at 4 O' to knot the
score
After Viatras and Coffin scored to
put Maine on top by four, the Bears
went almost two minutes without scor-
ing, yd lost onls two points, Coffin
pushed the lead to four again is she con-
vened a Bouchard iced at 1:31-
A Dasis hoop and two free throws
from Perry knotted it at 63-all with on,
Is 56 seconds lett
Bouchard a as fouled by Meadows on
an inbounds pass and hit' both free
throws with 4 ondc.-hut Perry hit a
four foot turnaround jumper to make
It 64-64
Maine's Banks shaking off stress fracture
is IL Milli
saws wrft,i!
While the University of Maine
basketball team's 103-87 victory OSCT
Dission Ill Plymouth State Collier
wasn't anything out of the ordinary.,
the performance of a Black Bear
newcomer certainly was.
Forward Reggie Banks, a recent
transfer from Pailkland (III.) Junior
College, had a fabulous debut for
UMaine, scoring 18 points. snaring
1.3 rebounds and seeing 19 minutes of
act ion. ,
"He's a treat athlete that has a
very good sense for the ball,"
ilMainettoammate Matt Rossignol
said of Babls. "lie's a fun Ltd to
play wiihand I'm glad he's on our
teattr:"'"
What issakei Banks' statistics even
more noteworthy is that he hadn't
practiced in oser a week due to a
stress fracture in his left leg
In faci. the injury was supposed to
keep tha 6'4" junior out of action for
over a Month.
But just prior to Sunday after-
:noon's season opener Banks convinc-
ed team doctor John Archambault to
let him play. with Archambault
stipulating that, Banks see no more
than 20 minutes of playing time.
-knd akhoush banks is still usable
to practice with the squad: *id
coach Skip Chappelle realizes just
how valuable his new forward is to.
the team.
"We're counting on Reggie,"
Chappelle said. "Without him the
whole teain changes. With Reggie we
have more quickness.
Banks' presence is indicative of a
new UMaine team, which looks to
improVe on its 10-18 reeord of a year
ago. The Black Bears boast a quicker.
much 'mortised squad, according to
Chappelle
"Our progression has been right
on target , •• Chappelle said. "I
guess when 1 rtfkct back to last year
at this time I'd have to say we're in
a much better position now. We're
bettes then we were last year. "
. Indeed, Chappelle has genuine
-sense—of --confidence M.—both _hire,—
squad's future and its ability.
"None of the teams in the (North
Atlantic Conference) improved as
much as we did.
Center Todd Taylor shares his
coach's! enthusiasm.
"Inside and Outside we're improv-
ed," Taylor said. "We're more ex-
perienced and more mature "
This Wednesday the Slack Bears
will find out just how much they've
improved as they travel to Michigan
Saw thieeriety to take on the Big 10
SPenuff
1 Maine's Reggif Banks scored III points
and had 13 rebounds against.Pb month
...late despite a istress fraction.
Of 'course it was just a yearago
that UMaine pulled off one of the
greatest upsets in its history, rallying
to defeat MSU before a delirious
throng in the Bangor Auditotium.
'•We bait them last year and We're
confident wean do it again, wan out.
there," Chappelle said. "We're
onallikat."
--
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13,04, h•irliwsWird at 0 It. aild hit
oncost two to end the scoring
After tiOtil 's Das,s threw the ball
aw a. with nin'e sesonds left, Watrat
looked lootr an.t. had, her inhounds.pzss
intercepted in tfrc bask.ourt lliv nes"'
2o• tooter bounced -.Issas at the buLter.
and '1/41aitic -came 3'0,1%with The waft_
BEAR 11: %TS • • -1".14
•
•t Maine'. .I.kz Coffin Md amid
Bouchard 'AM named to the Doss mast
a. lassis \if Tournament team, with ( of-
tin walking awas with the ‘11 P award.
( ottin scored a sareer-Mgh 35 points
and ripped down 19 rebounds in the
opener against Drexel. Others named:to
the All- ournes team were Chana Perry
and Jessica Has TICS of San Diego State.
and Kris lamb and Renee Najarian of - •
Connecticut,
Wile fib in
became the first University of Maine
woman to make a three-point shot in a
_game. Duff first connected from behind
the 19-9 stripe with 14:56 remaining in
the second halt against Drexel. For the
• record, the shot put Maine up 45-41
Duff finished the weekend two for three
from three-pint terotors.
•( offia seeds Just 39 points to sur-
pass I mill-126s as the all tithe-leadift
ssorcr in (Maine women's basketball
history the record breaker mo wcll
come in this weekend's' I ids I fiat
lassic at Pros iderice
•The opening day of games in the
- Downcast Classic drew 1,970 fans into
the Bangor Additorium. and Saturday's
crOATd-Was T2r-Tht--se totals worTE
hurt.the Balls in their ques$ tea crack the
—Tiap ten list m ,attendans.-e, last year
UMaine finished 38th in the nation In -
this category. '
•A glance at the 19117 N( A
women's college basketball press kit
shows Maine's Coffin as the sesenth
leading returning ilisision I rcbounder
in the nation, with a 1986-i17 as erase of
13.4 caroms per game. A loser look at
the statistics shod- that of the, top ta en-
ty returning rebounders, Coffin's. 79.4
percent from the free throw line is the,
highest.,-So much fop this "Bear"on the`
boards neglectiyg'other skills. -•
The Oath' .41orne ampu,c,
*Georgie
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'toss and running hack Oar
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Eagles got first down yardh
down. but the droe stal
•-----14-Mraine 15 and (iSC had
a Foley field goal.
Vi ith 5:55 to go in the hal
Bears wanted more and the
secondtown and Is Buck st
and unloaded down the mit&
who made an incredible
shoulder diving catch for a!
to the GSC 14. After a catct
to had given the Black Bean
goal inside the one. AA ci
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of the line and it was 28-10.
But that was it for the B
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nearly es ery down, keepin
balance. After completing
passes in the first half for
Q21414,110 only four.°
second half and was ititera
' As much as the first half nral
second half nas Gross'.
Following-an interceptic
, linebacker Flint Matthes
t :Maine 28, the Eagles got It
game as Ernest Thompson 'A
tour yards out. tiros% dance
two-point conscrston and
were. within 10. 2818.
After UMause was force
Gross *al bug 'in action.
eight, Gross scrambled for
the 1.2!%lame 24. Foley hit a 3
go'al to• cut the UMaine lea
In the fourth quarter, the
tried to put away the Eagle
• non by Hehra gave UMaine
on the GS( '24, but a hold
nullified the plav the nei
was sacked and two plass I
rant toss was ,picked off
Noun.
The Eagles ground game
ball deep into UMaine te
'third and goal from the 12,
• ed left and pitched to Fra
tri,h6 sprinted down the cid
smiz-2$-28=11se—pity -wow,
agile to a forward lateral I
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continued from sport)Ii
The Eagles came right had with
Gross and running hack Gary Miller do-.
ins. most of the damage. Twice the 
Eagles got first down yardage on third
down. but the drise stalled on the
--t-Maine 15 and (SC had to settle for•
1-(ACI field goal.
Vs ith 5:55 to go in the half. the Black
Rears wanted more and they got it. On
sccond'llown and Is Busk stepped back'
ind unloaded down the middle to Hebra
who made an incredible over-the -
shoulder diSing catch for a 53-yard gain.
to the GS( 14. After a catch by Vendit-
to had inset the Black Bears a first-and-
goal inside the one, Wood waltzed
through a gaping hole cm the right si
of the line and it was 28-10 at the-half.
But that was it for the Black Bears.
In the second half the Eagles blitzed on'
nearly every down, keeping Buck off
balance. After completing ..1.4 of 22
passes in the first half for 196 Yards.
.ciadd hit only four:of ten in the
second half and wailfitercepted-
- As much as the first half ss as thick 's the
second half was Gross'.
Following an interception by GSC
linebacker Flint Matthews on the
UMaine N. the Eagles got back into the
game as Ernest Thompson went infrom
tour yards out. Gross danced in for the.
two-point conversion and the Eagles
were-within 10. 28:18. —
After UNlanie was forced to punt.
Gros% was hacl, in action. On third and
eight, Gross scrambled for 18 yards to
the liNfame 24. Foley hit a 32-yard field
goal to cut the UMaine lead to seven
In the fourth quarter, the Black Bears
tried tici put away the Eagles. A recep-
tion by Hebni gave CMaine a first down
on the GM. 24. but a holding penalty
nullified the play. On the nett play Buck
was sacked and two plays later Ins er-
rant toss was ,ptclsed off by Terry
1 oung.
The Eagles ground game mtp.eti the
ball deep into UNIaine territory. On
'third and goal from the 12. caftISS roll-
ed left and pitched to Frank Johnson
*ho sprinted down the vs:lett:it and it
was 21-28— The-play was -dangerous's
cicise to a forward lateral but the play
Both teams made strong bids to end
3
It*
photo COUrte” 0 Bangor pails %cr., Mar.
Black Bear Jell Knox leaps for 31 pass in (front of GSC's Nay liming.
the game before it went into us ertune
1 he Black Bears staved on the ground.
marching to the GS( 15. But the Black
Bears lost 16 yards on a sack and Buck'-
flijiglo Hebra -nrthe-eortierof-the end-
zone was tipped away by Nay Young.
Gross then put the/Eagles in aposi-
tion to win when he dashed to the
H
1.Nlaine 31, with a brilliant _display of '
cut-back running. Foley's field gdaI at-
tempt missed, setting up the overtime
period
Inexperienced Ulline wrestlers take it on Chin
lb keg louttl
Chalk, one up for ,expertence.
That was the consensus of ttle Uniye4
city of Maine wrestling team Mier 111ES--
suffered a 54-0 defeat at the hands of
(.'entral Connecticut last weekend in the
opening meet of the season
1917-11/4 I'Mainf wrestling squad
.1 he defending New England cham-
pions had no trouble with the young
Mask Bears, who started four freshmen
at !he meet. Coach Frank Spizuoco did
see -irric bright spots, howeser.
"I was generally pleased with the at-
titude," Spizubco_said. "They helped
one another and encouraged one
another against such fierce competition.
Andrr• Vecchio
which puts together a sense of unity."
Spizuoco 'said hre was pleased with the
efforts of freshman Duff Powell and
sophomore Mike Dowd Both respec-
tively lost by technical falls in the clos-
ing seconds.
Powell lost to Ryan Johnson, Who is •
ranked 12th in the country in the 142 lb.. 
.
class while Dowd was defeated by Jar
Flirt-cc, who placed second in the New
England tournament last season. Powell
was ahead of Johnson 8-0tiefore tiring.
'• It's the beginning of the season and
I'm a infle rusts," Powell said. "I'm
not really in shape yet.
Powell said he was glad he wrestled
against-such tough competition so ear-
ly-in the season.
"Wrestling him (Johnson) was muctr,
better than wrestling'a weaker guy."
Powell said. "I strestied the best. I
found out how good Lhase to get. "
. Dowd also realizes.ss hat is ahead for
him.
"I really didn't knot* what to ex- .••
pect," said Dowd. "I haven't ',railed
in three years. I really wasn't prepared
to wrestle him (Effrece). Now I know
what I'm up against."
Maine fared better at a tournament at
_Springfield College, as frestimen Rick
Dolliser and Dowd along with
.sophomore Jeff Putnam and Junior Dan
are still some areas that need work.
Pendleton *on matles. However, there
"It's nice to get a win," said
Dowd, who Jumped out to an early lead
and won on a 5-4 decision.. "But at the,
stirc,I know • I i:ould have best him
by more if I was in shape.— -
Overall, it was a weekend ot season-
ing for the freshmen.
"I think this will make the freshmen -
realize how much higher t he,les el of col-
lege wrestling is (compared to high
,school wrestling)," Pendleton said.
"Everyone wants to-do better "
Spizussco said this weekend will
benefit his !earn in the future
"I still need another 10 guys to wres-
tle: but I think the guys we do has e now
realize the price they have to pay to win,
and they're willing to pay that price„1--
Spizuoco said.
•
ct,
A
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were stunned at their' home rink when
the Huskies-of Michigan Tech ended the
Bears'streak of eight games without a
loss.
The Huskies struck first when .left
winger Tom Hussy took a Jamie Russell
pass from the left point and shot it by
UMaine goa.ltender Al Loring for the
Huskies early lead.
Michigan Tech upped its lead to 243
at the end of the first period when, once
again. Hussy shot from the top of the
right face-off circle and beat Loring. -
UMaine got on the board at the 2:22
mark - of the second period • when
defensanan Vince (,uidotti took a feed
lecauCttristian Lalonde and fired
shot by MTU goalie Damian Rhodes to
make it 2-1.
The Huskies caught on fire scoring
the next three goals to make it 5-1 with
about seven minutes to go in the period
The first of these goals came when
Tom Bisset picked off a had pass h)
Black bear captain Dase Nonis and
tristed it hs 1 oring
The fourth goal came on-ta rather
fluke pia) as winger Jun Carroll came
out of the penaltv txsx just in time to get
the puck and skate in alone .on 1 oring
At that point,Walsh lifted Loring in
fasor of Scott King. I didn't make
Mitch difference.
After MTL"s leading scorer, Shawn
Harrison had broken King in with a
blast from the left face-off circle to
make it .5-I. UNlaine made a comeback
hid
In the last fire minutes of the period
Mario Thyer. Bob Corkum and Jack
Capuano all scored to make it 5-4 and
give UMaine a new life.
Michigan Tech toughened up and
held the Black Bears scoreless in the
third period while Bissett picked up has
second goal of the game. 'SITU.
defenseman Kip Noble picked up the
final goal to make it -•4
On Sunday l'Maine was 'YIP against
another Miclogan opponent The Black •
1.
1
Senegalese team heads home
Tbe Senegalese Sational Basketball team. while
visiting I Maine. pissed eight ISis coon III %choir*.
The Omit .%faMe Campus. I uesdas 1>es:cmher I. I 9tit-
los Das Cargeaser
in Sew, Harrpshire and Maier. The team practiced
in the Mernonal m (-thrift* their visit.
Bears were much sharper and skated to,‘
3 fv..4 victors.
Jgck Capuano got Maine going with
a ti 1 in of brother Dave Capuano's drive
from the blueline.
Three minutes later Bob Corkum
took a pass in the slot front Dave Ca-
puano and shot the puck in the lower
right hand corner to make it 2-0 Maine.
• After assisting on the first two goals.
_Past Capuano decided that he should
- --SCAM one of his own. and he did he
took a pass from Mario Thyer and
blasted a low shot by goalie Mike
Jeffrey .
winger Phil Berger made it 'LI
when he tipped home a [Use Porter
centering pass to make it 3-1 at the end
of the first period.
Dase Capuano went right back at It
in the second period as he slid one into
the back of he net to make it 1-I Black
-Bears
Just 26 second later NMU's Troy
Jacobsen made st 4-2 when he knocked'
in a Porter rebound.
VOL made it close when Berger got
his second goal of the night on the
power play but Thser broke in alone and
scored a beautiful goal as he was being
tripped by Tony Sasarin
Once again NMl ' pulled within a goal
when Erk I cmarque scored on a
breakdown in the I'Mairie defense
The crowd of 1.964 came alise to
cheer on their Black Bears and thes
responded with a goal to make the
margin a safe one Mike McHugh got
his ninth goal of the sear to make it 6-4
USlaine
"1 hes lust got us going again
Bob. was that a lift," said Walsh of
the vocal Maine crowd
The Bears will be on the road
this weekend for two games with
Hockes East rival Boston 1 niscrsits at
Walter Brown Arena
Rossignol leads Bears past Plyniouth Stftre
hy Davy Crests
Last year the I niscrsity. of Maine
men's basketball teamt opened up the
season in Memorial Gymnasium against
the University of Southern Maine and
was stunned by the Division III school.
65-59_
This sear, the Black Bears opened up
against another Division 111 squad.
Plymouth State, hut the reiult was much
different.
This time the Black Bt4rs jumped out
to an 'early 12-2 lead an never lookal
back as they cruised by the Panthers-,
101t147.
Although the over-matched Panthers
couldn't provide a real test for the Black
Beats. it quickly became apparent that
this.year's squad is far superior to last
'.ear's.
Matt •Rossignol. taking mer at the
point guard slot for iie graduated Jim
Boy len, tossed in 24 points on an assort-
ment of drives and jumpers -and ran the
offense well, dishing out six assists.
Forward Guy Gorms and nter Coco
Barry controlled the play in ihe paint at
'hoth ends of the floor. The quick-
leaping Gornis- had 20 points. 10 re-
bounds and swatted away five Pant her
shots while Barry added 19 points and
hauled down nine rebounds.
'But the diy-was Reggie
Banks.
The 6'4" forward was expected to be
on the shelf for at least four weeks with
a stress fracture in his left kg.-Instead.
he spent Saturday soaringtfor 18 points
and 13 rebounds in only 19 minutes of
playing time -
UMaine dominated the game from
the openirig tap as Gomis and Barr)
combined for 17 points as the Black
• Bears raced to a 23-7 lead
The Panthers tried to claw their was
back into the game and cut the Black
Bear head to 41--2E on a bucket by kyle
Hodson But the Blakk Bears went on
a 10-2 run, punctuated b) a Ranks jam,
to take a 51-10 lead into the locker
room.
In the second half, Banks went to
ss,ork, scoring eight straight points on a
layup. another slam, a power drive and
i Short jumper as I Maine maintained
their lead. 74-56.
Rossignol then drilled two consecutive".
three-pointers and cons cried a steal in-
to a layup and UMaine led 84-58.
With the /benches cleared play got
sloppy and Plymouth State cut the lead
to 13 beforelt he starters returned to put
the, game away .
The Black Bears wilLtralel tto East
Lansing, Mich. to take on. Slichigan
State Wednesday at Jenisdn Field
House. The Spartans will be looking for
rMaine point guard Matt Ro..ignol.
pictured shove in action la.1 scar. had
a measure a resenge against the Black
Bears who stunned the Big Ten squad
last year. 84-81, at the Bangor
Auditorium
tile plum°
24 points and six assistsio the/Rack
Rears past Pl• mouth Male.
I he Dash Marne Campus. TUCS(
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Jo the editor:
sei
On Oct 20. two members of
the Maine Peace Action Com-
mittee held a press conference
in The Maples, during which
the following demands were
made concerning,. the invest-
ment policies of the University
of Maine Foundation!
The University of Maine
FOSIll4a41011 LOU% divest all it's
Hares-ui
To the editor:
. ,
SO, Gary Hart is coming to
town.
. Ever since Gary dropped out
of the presidential beauty con-
test I've thought it a shame that,
he had to drop out because of
adultery, which is pretty thin
grounds for keeping someone
out of the White House.
I felt he should have been
forced out because, like most of
his fellow contestants, he had
land presumably still has) lousy
politics
I had the misfortune of
wasting an hour of my life
Commentary
On Oct. 23. MPAC hcl
Wingate Hall to protest CI
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Response
MPAC  set todemonstrate against _Foundation
To the editor:
On Oct. 20. two members of
the Maine Peace Action Com-
mittee held a press conference
in The Maples, during which
the following demands were
made concerning.. .the insest-
ment policies of the University
Of Maine Foundation!
- The University of Maine
Fotmdation totally dis est all it's
remaining South Africa
holdings as quickly as possible
and make public this complete
di% est ment .
- The University of Maine
Foundatioheome under the in
guidelines of the
University of Maine, thus
guaranteeing no future iii-
vestments in apartheid.
- The University of Maine
and its hoard of trustees
develop a means of implemen-
ting-‘more socially responsible
insestment policies with regard
to the UMaine Foundation and
other unisersits holdings.
These demands were part of
a press release that was includ-
ed with a letter sent to the
Foundation by members of
MPAC's South Africa Sub-
committee. The letter itself con-
tained a request for informa-
tion regarding the Foundation's
compliance with the first
demand.*
It v.asro stated that if no
response had been received by
Nov . IS, MPAC would con-
tinue to picket the Foundation
in an attempt to persuade them
to divest • their. South .Africa
holdings.
The above deadline is past
and we have received no word
from the Foundation. A
demonstration is set for Puns-
- day. 12:30 p.m.. at the Foun-
dation's headquarters at 82
Columbia St.
Rides will be leaving from
The Maples at 12:15. All are
welcome and encoUraged to at-
tend.
14 •
Katherine Allen
Corbett Hall
Haills-upcoming visit doesn't excite reader
To the editor: listening to this man's driveli
SO. Gary Hart is coming to 1984, in (Atistin,_ Texas.
town. Gary was running for presi-
dent and he had to win the
Texas primary, or he'd be
mach washed up. At the
time, Hart was reeling from
!Mondale% "where's the beef"
quip.
Hart billed his Austin ad-
dress as (I major campaign
speech that would unveil new
plans and new directions for the
campaign Despite this hype.
the- first 45 minutes of the
speech were filled *ith the same
old vague, meaningless babble
Ever since Gary dropped out
of the presidential beauty con-
test I've thought it a shame that,
he had to drop out because of
adultery, which is pretty thin
grounds for keeping someone
out of the White House.
I felt he should have been
forced out because, like most of
his fellow contestants, he had
and presumably still has) lousy
I had the misfortune of
wasting an hour of my life
./This was back in the .spring o
about freedom, democracy and
leadership that become .so
popular in this country where
the mere mention of a real issue
is enough to kill any campaign.
After 45 minutes of this.
Hart spent a few minutes on a
few specifics.
In.._a world constantly
threatened with annihilation by
tens of thousands of nuclear
. warheads. Hart's innovative
and daring approach to this
problem was to trade our big,
- inefficient nukes for small, ef-
ficient ones.
I don't know about you, hut
it sure makes me feel better to
kilt that I will be killed by a.
smart, streamlined nuke, rather
than a big, clumsy one.
And, in a land where Pen-
tagon contractors are getting
fat by selling $600 toilet scats,
where the Pentagon budget has
doubled in six years, and where
millions are without homes,
medical care, education, jobs,
transportation and a decent
retirement, Hart wanted to in-
crease the pentagon budget.
Hart wanted to beef up the
Navy, no . doubt to protect
"our" oil, which, of course, is
no more ours than Alaslatteoil
is Iran's.
Hart based his whole '84
campaign on appealing to yup-
pies, a class of people who have
bencfitted from Reagan's at-
tacks on the poor and people of
color.
Hart didn't even make much
effort to issue the standard
Democratic platitudes about
jobs and justice for the poor
and downtrodden. Perhaps this
is to Hart's credit, as he was
probably no diore uninterested
in these notiohs than his fellow
contestants.
Lawrence Reichard
Commentary
On (k-i. 23, MPAC held a demonstration at
Wingate Hall to protest CIA recruitment on our
campus. On Oct. 28, I published a commentary in
The Potty Maine Campus, discussing how the
'undemocratic attitudes of students on this campus
are reflected in the actions of the CIA through the
undermining of the very same democratic principles
they profess to protest and defend
- • Since that time, a number of commentsricOutve
appeared in ref:vine. and I feel we have started what
'appear k to be.-iome healthy and (dare I say it)
democrattc-derate -here at the University of Maine
I have, how-ever, been somewhat disappointed in
that neither of the writers expressing opposing
points of view have' specifically addressed the
criticisms I have made of the CIA and of U.S.
foreign policy in general.
than attempt to refocus the debate, I will first
restate ms thesis, address a couple of the arguments
that aye been given, and then cite examples in sup-
port f rny viewpoint.
In net, the CIA is an archetypal i-tample of the
hypocrisy of U.S. foreign policy. By violating itie
very same human rights and democratic principles
that we in the United States so proudly display as
our way of life, the CIA, while professing to pro-
tect and defend democracy, works to undermine it.
There have been two arguments presented Inas
fits which I feel are important to address. The first
is the notion of historicalprecedent. Joel Davis. in
his Nov. 3 article. cited various historical figures
such as Alexander the Great as having used coven
- operations to achieve their political ends. Bluntly'.
a similar logic would have us use Adolf Hitler and
tihengis Khan as examples to justify present policies
and .actions.
The second argument, while less ludicrous, is
more insidious, and therefore more dangerous. In
that same commentary, Joel states a case that has
been present, either explicitly or implicitly, in both
of the subsequent pro-CIA articles written. Joel says
that this is the world of Machiavelli, not Walt
Disney; that is, it is a big dangergus world out there
and we need to fight fire with fire. .•
, I will agree that the world is dangerous — indeed
Stachiasellianism is the rule—but to imply that U.S.
More about the CIA
I
foreign policy and coven aetions are merely respon-
ding to that danger is to imply that the U.S. has
no power in the world. Not only is this an inaccurate
implication, but it is an untenable contradiction to
think that the most powerful country in the world
is powerless to shape that world.
The l' has shaped and continues to shape the
world with its foreign economic and political
policies, and has played a dominant role in creating
that very danger-which is usually blamed on Marx-
ist nations or terrorist organizations. Indeed, con-
trary to Joel's argument, which is based upon the
popular vie* in our culture, the U.S. is not the vic-
tim of foreign terrorism, but rather, ttirough our
covert operations, we are more often the terrorists
than the terreczed.
As such it is unthinkape to justify our actions by
the actions of another nation — even the Soviet
Union. If the covert operations of the Soviet Union
threaten the security of U.S. citizens then this is
something to be brought to the bargaining table;
it is not to be used as a childish, justification such
as, "They did it--so can 'sve!" ' • 
pow do the policies of the U.S. and the means
sv• use to achieve them (eg. the CIA), shape the
v%orld in which we live? Since its inception in 1947.
the CIA has been involved in. among other ac-
tivities, election tampering, extortion, assassination.
torture and organized crime' One of many specific
exainplcs of the CIA's antidemocratic actions is the
Guatemalan coup of 1954.
In June of that year, CIA trained rebels toppled
the _democratically elected government of Jacobo
Arbenr and installed the military regime of Colonel
Carlos Castillo Armas: The Armas regime burned
books, destroyed the social and economic reforms
of the Arbenz administration and began a thirty-
one year reign of terror which resulted in the deaths
of over 100,000 Guatemalan citizens. The destruc-
tion of the Arbenz administration -96'w - npt ac-
complished in order to stop the spread of com-
munism as was widely publicized at that time.
Rather, the -coup was staged because United
Fruit, a Boston-based multinational agribusiness,
had its profits threatened by the land reform
package Arbenz had proposed. Thus while hiding
Steven Gerlach
behind a veils of "making the world safe for
democracy," the CIA served to undermine
democracy in Guatemala in order to preserve the
profit margin for United Fruit.
This and many other examples, such as the in-
terventions in Iran, El Salvador. Vietnam and
Nicaragua, illustrate how the policies of the U.S.
and the means used to achieve them, help to create
a 'dangerous, Machiavellian world. The political
goal reflected in the above examples is to maximize
the profits of American multinational corporations
— not to promote democracy. The means used to
achieve this goal are violence, deceit and
oppression.
There are remarkable similarities between the
Guatemalan coup of 19541and the much acclaimed
contras of 1987..
Both involve forces trained by covert U.S.
militars' operations -and supplied by U.S. tax
dollars... and both involve an attack on a
democratically elected government. It seems that the
"Rougue Elaphantism" to which Joel Davis refers
is not isolated to people such as Poindexter and
North; rather, it is typical of the coven operations
of the (-IA, NSC and NSA.
These operations have only recenily come into the
public eye in the persons of Pqindexter and North,
however, as was reflected by the level at which the
Iran-Contra hearings iiiok place, the Congress and
the Tower Commission are not-interested in ques-
tioning the long-standing foreign policies this "scan-
dal" exemplifies. As it isis couple of scapegoats get —
embarrassed. and -U.S, covert operations go
unscathed .
In light of this argument, protesting CIA recruit-
ment on campus is neither ridiculous nor unpatriotic
— as has been suggested by [Toren Fields.
_Instead- by questioninj. an& resisting the anti-
democratic activities and human rights vioTations
of the CIA, we are helping to promote democracy.
in an otherwise dangerous, Machiavellian world.
Steven Gerlach is a member of the Maine Peace
Action Committee
•
•
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Students favor Republicans in '88
(CPS) — A year before the 1988 clec-
thins, political analysts say they think.
college students are more likely to sup-
port the Republican presidential can-
didate than the Democratic candidate.
The same anarysts. however, caution
that if the stock market continues to
falter, or if conflicts in the Persian-Gulf
and Central America escalate, college
students may turn against the
Republicans.
Barring, that, Jesse Jackson seems to
be the only Democrat with my
measurable support -on campus, while
ail the Republican candidates legitimate-
can claim pockets of college support-.
It's' heartening news for the
Republicans, who are trying to translate
Ronald, Reagan's collegiate popularits'in
1980 and 1984 into long-term sottng
patterns.
Young voters may have already begun'
identifying thernselses ,zis lite-long
Republicans, said Catherine Rudder of
the -American Political Science
Association. •
I.
oung Americans tended to sote
-Reruihlwata more than the rest of the
electorate in the 1980 and 1984 presiden-
tial elections Young people, moreover,
continue to be President Reagan's big-
gest supporters, according to the
American Enterprise Institute (AEI), a
W ashington. D (' think tank.
'- Although the number of Americans
who approved of Reagan's job perfor-
mance dropped as a result of the Iran-
Contra scandal, his rating held steady
among 18-to-24 year olds. the institute
reported recentls
Analssts say that momentum gives
Republicans a slight advantage in woo-
ing the youth vote - but that ads antagc
is tenuous.
The AEI's Karlsn Keene asserts,col-
lege students find the Republican Party
more appealing not because of its
policies. but because of President
Reagan
The only two presidents most students
arc old enough to remember are Jimmy
Carter and Ronald Reagan. Keene
ANY HUNTERS ON0
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Monday-Friday 9-6
Saturday 9-5
395 So. Main-St. Brer
- 
*.t
Many holiday and gift ideas
noted, adding that "the Carter ad-
ministration is seen as incompetent.
while Reagan is seen as proviingleader- -
ship. -
"Reagan offered more hope than the
Democrats," said Curtis Clans, the
director of the-Committee for the Study
of the American Electorate
• "But on other issues, students don't
Wet with the Republican administra-
tion. The 1988 presidential election."
explained Gans. "is not as likely to be
as one-sided Republican as the previous
two elections
"It could even turn out to be one-
sided for the Democrats," he added.
"That's 'urr to how current events un-
fold. lithe stock market continues to
decline, students, and the rest of the
electorate. will *ant a change "
."An Iranian war would be unpopular
with young soterc." said Rudder.
"The American public does not want to
be involved in foreign interventions.""
ast week, for instance. POsters
decrying 1.J.S. policy in the Persian Gulf
surfaced at the University of Missouri ,
at Columbia.
Republivao presidential - ----
tlapirants enjoy greater name recognition
among young voters, the analssts say,
hut that may be a temporary ads antage.
A Democrat may break from the current
pack of presidential aspirants and
distinguish himself. Rudder said.
A Democratic front-runner will
definitely emerge after the Iowa and
New Hampshire primaries, Rudder said.
"That candidate will look credible and
start receiving support."
Although the analysts say it is too car -
Is to predict which candidates has e the
most appeal to young voters, socral,
the concede, do have an advantage.
New York Congressman Jack Kemp,
said Rudder, offers "clear and strong
positions,'' a neat ideological base
that could appeal to students.' The
former football plaser • she said, also has
a "youthful and energetic ap-
pearance. •'
flee %T(DE:NTS page 11)
Judge sentences girl
to college in Arkansas
LITTLE ROCK, ARK (CPS) — An 18-year-old University of Arkansas -
I ittle Rot:* student was sentenced to return to College 00=1+
A court found Amanda Kay Wane guilty of twice trying to hire someone
to kill her parents
Wilhite confessed she once tried to persuade a former co-worker and then
an undercover detective to kill her adoptive parents because she was "real
depressed. • '
Her adoptive parents testified in her defense. "Su." her father told
Special Judge. Harold Madden during the trial, "we realize she's got a lot of
problems, emotional problems, hut would like the charges dismissed"
After accepting a pica bargain. Madden imposed and then suspended a 10-year
sentence on Vs ilhite. ordering her to continue her studies, her sounscling and
her part time 1()PN
M7..ANT.Ar"...itZr."...07 211111 ;
The LIJS.-Sornet Pairing Program presents
Gary Hart
Tuesday, December 8th at.,8'p.m.
Hutchins Concert Hall, Maine Center for the Arts
University of Maine, Orono
Senator Hart will present his
views on foreign policy,
followed by an open
question and answer period.
For Tickets & Information call 581-1755
$4 Students/$6 General Public (General Seating)
All proceeds frown !Mx event will benefitj&U-S,-Soviet Pairing Program Wiwi+
spiesored by the Internanonal Affans *Cobol the Universty of Maine The
program morthrates an exchange of American and Soviet univerut% oudenn
For further information plea* call 581-1277 ow 581 1f.11
Classifieds i
Earn Shundreds weelayS in your
spare time. United So-swim-o(
America is looking for
homovor kers to perform mail sa-
y ices Incentive programs
available. For hiformation send
large self-addressed stamped
envelope to U.S.A. 24307 Magic
Mtn. Pksvs , Suite 306, -Valencia.
CA 91355
Os er seas jobs. Summer, yr round
Europe, S Amer Australia. Asia
All fields. 5900-NX)Omo. Sightsee-
ing. Free info Write LIC, PO Box
52-MEDI, Corona Del Mar, CA
92625
Join our "NANNY NETWORK"
 ----of over 600 placed by us in the
Northeast.One year working with
kids in exchange for salaries up to
5250wk., room & board, airfare
and benditS.. Wes:11i ibc81-11.
CHOICES in families and loca-
tions- Contact HELPING
HANDS, Inc. at 1-800-544-NANI
for brochure and application.
Featured on NBC's TODAY
Show and in Oct. 1987 WORK-
ING MOTHER \magazine as na-
tionally recognized leader in Nan-
ny placement. Established in 1984
Full year positions only
---
Boston: Live-in nanny -it* 
children & housework, very
going limits Start Jan , lyr.
Salary. car. f00111 & board. Call 
617-444-5944 collect. •
Adoption losing, pri;fessional
white couple desire to ads-;
new born; all medical and legal ex -
perises paid. confidential. call col-
lect 16171 74'-5322
Need a paper typed? Call Emil)
866-5682 Si a page Satisfaction
guaranteed or your mono-back
Vs ord processing. Experienced, el
fic rent . Editing assistance
available. 866-7485
Grad student, seeking housing for
the next -year and a half Have —
microwave & VCR! Clean.. quiet,
etc. Call Patrice MWF from 9-12
at 581-2013.
For sale: in great-coaliron.? pr.
ladies S2 71-2 Lange Zpro ski boots
& 1 pr ladies sz 9 Wordica boots.
For more info call Christina at
581-4669
Classifieds are 50' per line. they
are published on Tues. & Ihurs.
and are due Mon. & Vied. bdoir
noon.
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by Jeanette Irons
Stress is a force that tends to
a body.
Over the next few- weeks the
sity of Maine student body will pri
experience a lot of stress-related it
as the urgency to completi
semester's wore increases
Nancy Price, health educator
+Cutler Health Center, said. "Sires
- 
,ernotional frustration is more hl
saust high-blood pressure, ulcer
fatigue than stress from phs swat
• She said students could present
From damaging their bosh-
establishing a series of habits:
. *Schedule escrow sessions tr
rise—tit-nes a week. Each session
Last 20 to 30 minutes_
*Obtain adequate sleep.
'I-am three, meals a day.
•Ikcrease or quit smoking.
*Avoid' self-medication
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Stress is a force that tends to distort
a body.
Over the next few weeks the Univer- •
sity of Maine student body will probably
experience a lot of stress-related tensions
as .the urgency to complete this
semester's wore increases.
Nancy Price, health educator at the
ated
Magazine
stress ean be beat
For the average person Meditation
and self-induced relaxation takes
practice.
Hebert Benson. author of The Relax-
ation Response, gives these directions
forrelaxation:
*Sit in a comfortable position.
*Close your eyes
*Deeply relax all your muscles, begin-
ning at your feet and progressing up to
Your face. keep them relaxed.
utler Health Center. said,. "Stress from "Breathe through your nose. BeCome
.rnititional frustration isMore likely to.... _aware of your breathing. As you breathe
icause high-blood pressure. ulcers. and._ out, say the word. "one"; etc breathe
fatigue than stress from physical activi- easily and naturally.,
*Continue for 10 to 20 minutes. You
may open your eyes to check the time.
ut • do not use an alarm. When you
linish,-sit quietly for several minutes. at
first with your.eyes'closed and later with
sour eyes opened. Do not stand up for
a fei:. minutes.
"Do not worts about vs het her you arc
successful in achieving a deep level of
relaxation Maintain a passive attitude
.and permit relaxation to occur at its own
pace. When distracting thoughts occur.
try•to ignore them by not dwelling upon
them and return to repeating. one -"
ts
She said students could present stress-
from damaging their bodies by
establishing a series (It babas:
. 'Schedule exercise sessions three to
fiveTfinev a -week Each ii5Ctori should
List 20 to 30 minutes.
'Obtain adequate sleep
*Eat three meals a das
•I)ecrease or quit smoking
'Avoid- self -medication
•Socialue
•Iks something for others
•1 earn relaxation ?cchniques
r.
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is proud to present...
JAMES RANDI
'Amazing--Rand 1!
Speaking on:
"Science and the Paranormal"
* Magician
* Psychic and Magic Debunker
* "Officially" Declared Genius
* Recetly appeared on "The Tonight Show"
_
Wednesday Decembei 2,1987
Hauck Auditorium
8:00 p.m.
FREE
"Your Student Government at work"
-•••szsssw,- s .-ssszsis
With practice, the response liStruld
come with little effort. Practice the
technique once or twice daily, but not
within two hours after any meal, since
the digest e processes seem to interfere
with the 4iiiation of the Relaxation
Response
Ar
fo
If the above solutions to stress reduc-
tion do not work for you, the universi-
ty provides counseling services through
the Counseling Center at Fernald Hall
and Cutler Health Center.
There is also a Center for Counseling
Services in Bangor.
b-Israeli conflict
us of Peters's work
The krab-Istaeli conflict will be the.
focus of a lecturie by historian and in-
s•estigative reporter Joan Peters Dec. 4
at the University of Maine.
.'Peters' talk, "The Heart of the•Mat-
:sponsored • UMaine's
DiOinguished lecture Series, will begin
at 8. p.m. in 101 Neville Hall. The lec-
ture is free and open to the public.
Peters is the author of "From Time
Ihimemorial," a hook ,that traces the
roots of the Palestihian)conflict.
• Published in 1984, "From Tithe im-
memorial won the '1985 National
Jewish Book .Award.
A former staff writer and reporter for
the Chicago Daily -News, Peters has
written, produced, directed and narrated
network news documentary programs, and has been a contributing editor o
n foreign
affairs for Public Broadcasting Television. Assignments have taken 
her to Latin
America, the Soviet Union. Europe and the Far East, but her research 
has focus-
ed on the heart of the Middle East conflict.
She has spent 'years in field and archival research relating to the 
Arab-Israeli
conflict, interviewing leaders in Syria, Lebanon, Israel and Egypt as we
ll as refugees
of the conflict.
In addition to her extensive writing and research on the Middle E
ast, Peters
served as a consultant to the White House in 1977, as vice-preside
nt of the Na-
tional Committee on Foreign Policy beginning in 1981, and as adv
iser for fact-
finding missions in the area ism and 1981.
Peters is a Chicago native educated at the Unisersity of Illinois, Nor
thwestern
.University and Roosevelt Univer,sity.
UM PROMENADE
Reporter Jos!, Peter.
DECEMBER 2.3.4
Jewelry, clothing sweaters,
sweat shirts, reoxs, scarfs,
gloves, pottery, candles, honey.
wreaths. and Carious Christmas crafts'
X
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•Gorbachey
Communist Party chiefs trip to
• Washington for his Third summit with
_
-Reagan. -
- He said he is ready to compromise
to reach a deal for scrapping half the
superpowers' long-range nuclear
• weapons. During the summit, they are
expected to sign a treaty getting rid of
all intermediate-range missiles.
"We have some steps that we could
take to meet the American position
halfway," (.;orbaches said He add-
ed. however. that he was not going to
Washington to negotiate the future of
Star Wars, which the Kremlin con-
tends is limited to research by the 1972
antiballistic missNe treaty.
Although the Senate never ratified
that treaty, both sides have observed
its terms.
. "Let America indulge in research.
Insofar as SDI does not run counter
to ADM," Gorbachev said. "That is
not a subject for negotiations." •
About other possible arms
agreements. the Soviet leader said
oniinued from page 1
"We belie'.c it is possible to do a lot
of work with this present administra-
During the interview., taped Satur-
day in the Kremlin, Gorbachev parried
Bro-kaw's pointed questions about
human rights; the firing of his former
protege, Boris Yeltsin; and whether he
discusses matters with his wife, Rana.
In hts first interview with a U.S. nct-
wOrk;•Gorbaches offered little insight
into the conduct of Sosiet affairs or
his go-i;-erning, met gods.
Asked whether he talks to his wife
about national policies and politics,.
the 56-year-old leader replied: "We
discuss everything."
Gorbachev said he has receised
80,000 letters from Americans this
year and they "helped me a.great deal
to understand the American people
better. "
"I felt through those letters an im-
mense desire of the American people
... to change the situation in the world
for the better. •"he said.
Handel's Messiah to
be performed Sunday
Some people don't feel that the Christmas season has truly arrived un
til they
have Sims or heard the "Hallelujah .Chorus" from G.F. Handel's
"Messiah."
...At the University of Maine. the Christmas season will "truly arri
ve" when
use UMaine Oratorio Society and the Uniseristy Orchestra
 perform the
"Messiah" on Dec-. sh, 8 p.m., at Hauck Auditorium.
Five solo performert: will be featured along with the 35-member Uni
versity
Orchestra and the 90-s cus.-e Oratorio Societ). The solo performers are Katherine
Rochon, Jennifer Porter, Lois Sturtevant, Jay Nelson, and Peter Stic
kney.
Rochon isa member of the Oratono Society and a UMaine graduate 
student.
Porter is a UMaine Music major insolsed in campus opera productions.
Sturtes ant, Nelson and Stickncy all graduated from (Maine with degrees in
music.
the Oratorio Sooets is under the dues-lion of Dennis C.. UMaine associ
ate
professor:of music. The musical group, consisting of U Maine students and coi
n-
muno members, performs major choral works.
The Unisersity Orchestra is directed by Anatole Wicck. UMaine assistant 
pro-
fessor of music. The orchestra performs concerts and collaborates with
 other
(Maine musical ensembles. •
For ticket inform:400h, call 581-r55 or 58171240.
• 
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Here's Sheldon the Computer Nerd...
the hottest new hunk on your campus!
Why is everyone crazy at3out this new wave
nebbish? Simple! He's Sheldon -the Computer
Nerd who knows all about Zenith Data
Systems. That makes him one tup dude!
'Cause Zenith Data Systems Personal Com-
puters take you all the way from college to
The Zenith Data
• Systems eaZy -pc
Here a hill-featured
computer that's so
wimpk_lo_operate, you
ara beep and running
witbiesamatesitAer
, waft the boa. just
pkia it is and the way
pc tel yos tartly
what to do... thanks to
hicrosoftlie MS-DOS
Min:WV The eaZy pr
alsa comes with a 14'
•`• •T • e ! !`,
4 -Al.t \:
career. And they get you thtre at great stu-
dent pnces!
Now. discover Sheldon's secret to Conlin'-
, ter Nerd success with this offer from
your Zenith lima Systems Campus Ci'intact.
!Sheldon gives it abut thumbs up!
Here's the Sheldon Special!
easy -to-use kestioard
And Pt: cornpatIbilliN
so you can nal virtually
tlie KS- I it PS bulatess
mid education software
Also available at a
special price, with
purchase. is Micro-
soft* Works- an
easy-to-use ioftw are
package ei hich en-
ables even a Crest terns.
user in run the most
popular tvpes of Pc
.sppIit Afton,'
4
Visit your nearby Zenith Data ...stems
Catiassis 4. I intact trodas
data
systems
Senate 720k 3, Flopps
Doak Drive
suggested retail pfl
Special Student Proce •
5499""
dr. mix* obit h Owl .4.
fiww I *A limns and 2.10Mii
Hard brat with single-
FIcan I h-nc
Microcomputer Resource Center
12 Shebies Hai
Orono ME 04469
207/581-2510
Zenith Data Systems
6 Courthouse Lane
Building 8
617/454-8070
tie swiss ivy. wed can quit. isr eau r mond* painnrias wall a irnan Data seawall, Credi tjaro
aseirnslor! d Cr1824
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Vice-President George Bush. added
Keene, could benefit frOnn his associa-
tion with the Reagan administration.
But Rudder 'feels Bush will falter
because his campaign organization is
seen by conservative student activists as
bureaucratic and unexciting And. she
adds, his connection with the Reagan
adtnintstration could hurt his candidacs
if Reagan's List year is marked by war
and a weakened economy
"Kemp," said tians. "has too
many inconsistencies. He'll get beaten
by the fact that he's a Buffalo, New
Yorker running as a conservative."
Gans predicts New York Go'. . Mario
Cuomo, if he announced his candidacy.
would gain student suppoit because he
is a • 'fantastically eloquent speaker who
can put values into-his programs. "
The. announced Ikmocratic field,
. , however, has not inspired students,
though Rudder feels Massachussetts
Gov Michael Dukakis will emerge as a
- "pragmatic" choice Tennessee Sen.
, Albert Gore could appeal to conser-
vative Southern Democrats, she added
But the only Democratic candidate
who currently enjoys strong student ap
peal is Res. Jesse Jackson, Rudder said.
Jackson is seen as courageous and as a
• good role model for young blacks, and
he has been associated with campus anti-
apartheid: and civil rights movements •
In 1984. Jackson's candidacy spark-
ed an intense outpouring of support
among-blacli students- in the Sow h,
-where supporters- competed for buses
that transported people to help voters
register.
Gans adds that, unless some can-
didate captures their imaginations,
students as i class aren't likely to vote
in 'overwhelming numbers.
"At this point, the question is not
who students will sole for but if They'll
vote at all. Will they think their vote is
important?"
But ' it would be wise for both
Democrats and Republicans to 1,100
younge voters, dud Kathryn Nturra5 of
the R ublican National Committee.
"Whoever goes after that group must do
Vks strongly," she said. 4:Fliat's the
fulure of America. •"'
The 1
Wednesday, December
More sp
liV 11181111 II Claes
!.tatt V6der
LAO of space in the
Memorial- Union is a major
problem affecting student life
Bookstore espansion construed(
Date raj
by Worse
She met him at a party, en-
josed his Lonsersation, and
thought going backto his room
would allow them to talk some
more
He thought she was good
looking,and when he asked her
back to his room, thought her
"Sc'." meant she wanted to
have 1474-.
' Back at the room, despite her
he persisted and forced
intercourse Afterward, she felt
ashamed and violated and he
couldn•t understand why.
This is a setting under which
many cases of acquaintance
rape occur, counselors and
educators say.
.A1cqual lance rape, also
known as date rape, occurs
when the people involved know
each other.I •
Robert Dana, substance
abuse consultant at the Uniscr
sit) of Maine. said acquain-
tance Tape often rs the product
of different expectations on the
part of them an _and the
woman, and often occtirt when
people have been drinking.
"When they take alcohol,
they become less inhibited, "
Dana said
"It often becomes a sit uatior
where the woman is saying,
'No, I don't want to go thai
far,' and the man is saying, 'I
don't believe that message' oi
'I don't want to go aldng wit)
that' and forces entry. ••
Nancy Price, health educato
at the Cutler Health ('enter
said although people °fin
is •
I.
